
 

 
 



FILM INFORMATION 
FILM TITLE 
Battlefield: Home – Breaking The Silence 

LOG LINE 
In unraveling the journey of PTSD and the aftermath of war, a Vietnam era military child 
speaks with family members from multiple generations and exposes the unflinching 
impact of war, and the failing systems that continue the legacy of trauma from 
generation to generation. 

CONTACT INFO 
Gizzy Bear Productions 

anita@gizzybearpro.com  

www.gizzybearpro.com 

FISCAL SPONSOR 
NOVAC 
532 Louisa St, New Orleans, LA 70117 
novacvideo.org 
504.308.1420  

TECHNICAL INFO 
ORIGINAL CUT 
TRT: 68 minutes 
EXHIBITION FORMAT: DVD, Blu-Ray, DCP, .MOV 
ASPECT RATIO: 1.78 
SHOOTING FORMAT: HD 
COLOR/BLK & WHITE, ENGLISH 
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  SYNOPSIS BRIEF 
From the jungles of Vietnam to the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan, this film tells both 
sides of a veteran’s story, not only the emotional issues of combat, war and injuries, but of life 
and courage. This intimate insight into the lives of our veteran community, combined with our 
balance of medical and psychological experts, explains the realities of war, service and 
resiliency. 

  SYNOPSIS BRIEF 
Every warrior, who ever went to battle, is still there. Every family that warrior came home to, 
joined that battle. For them, long after the flags have retired, the weapons have been stored, 
the histories have been written, the war never ends. For the warrior…For the family. 

But what makes war even more dangerous? It is the silence that warriors and families hold; 
that protective shield of honor and dignity often masking the pain of uncertainty and fear. It is 
the struggle to heal amidst the darkness of fleeting hope and despair. Battlefield: Home – 
Breaking The Silence delves into the silent pain, exposes the challenges, and unlocks the 
generational impact of trauma. 

  SYNOPSIS LONG 
Every warrior, who ever went to battle, is still there. Every family that warrior came home to, 
joined that battle. For them, long after the flags have retired, the weapons have been stored, 
the histories have been written, the war never ends. For the warrior…For the family. 

As the country comes to learn acronyms for Improvised Explosive Device, Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder and Traumatic Brain Injury, much has been said about the plight of the 
returning veteran. But there is one perspective that has gotten lost in the discussion; the 
perspective of the families who welcome their heroes home. 

It is those people, the wives, husbands, children and parents, who see the true effects of the 
battlefield. They know that the person who left them to defend our freedoms never returned. 
Their tattered, torn souls, witnesses to the horrors of war, have been irrevocably changed. 

The military family knows this. For the most part, they maintain the silent dignity of the 
service. It’s part of the unspoken Code of Conduct for the families of those who serve. But for 
those in the civilian world, the silence goes unnoticed. Most of the population doesn’t 
know…they don’t care to know; as the reality is often too overwhelming for most. They can’t 
even conceive of the battle that comes home, the battle that lingers, the battle that leaves an 
imprint on the soul despite time and generations. 
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BATTLEFIELD: HOME – BREAKING THE SILENCE is an attempt to bridge the gap between 
those two worlds. A feature-length documentary about the invisible issues that impact our 
veterans and their families; with an emphasis on the families that stand in the shadows but 
are the first line of care for the returning heroes. It is about the problems they all face, the 
obstacles they endure, the frustrations that mount, the despair in trying to be understood, 
and it is also about the hope of the human spirit to return to just being whole again. 

Created, produced, and directed by a military brat, “Battlefield: Home –Breaking The Silence,” 
has the unique perspective to tell that story. As the daughter of a Vietnam-era combat Marine, 
her quest is to examine the impact and effects of service, honor and trauma on the military 
family and shine a light on the social divide between the families of those who serve and those 
they protect. 

Filmed over a 9-year period, the documentary unexpectedly becomes a pilgrimage of 
forgiveness and understanding from a daughter to her dad. 

SCREENINGS 
Official Selections:  

Santa Fe Film Festival - February 14 - 17, 2019 

Franklin International Independent Film Festival- November 1 -4, 2018 

DTLAFF (Downtown L.A. Film Festival)- October 17-21, 2018 

Albuquerque Film & Music Experience - June 4 - 10, 2018 

Thin Line Festival - Denton, TX - April 21, 2018 

San Francisco Veterans Film Festival - Dec 2- 3, 2017 

Special Invitation:  

New York Women In Film & Television (NYWift) - March 27, 2018 - Member Screening  

DIFF VETFEST - Veterans In Film & Media Fundraiser - Dallas, TX September 6 - 8, 2018 

UC NeuroTrauma Symposium - San Jose, CA - September 23 - 25, 2018 

Clay Hunt CAB Summit - Little Rock, AR - September 26 - 28, 2018  

Friends of Semel at UCLA, Los Angeles, CA - January 15, 2019 - S  
https://www.friendsofnpi.org/calendar 
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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
I never expected to become a documentary filmmaker, but like many people, a singular event 
altered my course, taking me down a very unexpected path. 

When the planes hit the Pentagon and the Twin Towers, I knew it was only moments before 
our troops and military families would find themselves in a world of uncertainty and 
challenge. 

My mother survived the bombing of Japan, and my dad served two combat tours in Vietnam, 
so being the daughter of a survivor of war and a warrior, I knew all too well the dynamics and 
questions that would impact our new military families.After creating a research study during 
graduate school, I found myself wanting to use visual storytelling in order to enhance the 
dilemma that our post 9/11 troops and families were facing. 

Were these families going to encounter the same roadblocks that we did? How would it impact 
the spouses…the children? What would their legacy of trauma be? 

I found that despite time, the same issues that plagued my family continued to haunt this new 
generation of military families and I wanted to find a way to offer them a voice, a voice that my 
generation did not have. So in 2007, I bought a little Sony camera and began filming. 

After 10 years, the film has finally been completed. What began as a discovery, ended with a 
revelation that despite the years, the stories are still the same, the issues are still the 
same…but so too is the heart of perseverance. 

What differentiates this documentary from the many others that now pepper the landscape? 
Battlefield: Home – Breaking The Silence stems from the voice of a military child of war…a 
military Brat, one who has lived the life. One who has also lived through the devastation of 
war and its personal aftermath. 

The ultimate goal of this film is to have it seen by every sector of society, from educational 
facilities to town halls to the halls of Congress, as it will take a concerted effort to solve these 
continuing issues that create a ripple effect within everyone’s lives. This film is about changing 
the outcome for any person ever impacted by trauma, especially our military community. 

War is human interaction no matter the degrees of separation…and that interaction leaves an 
imprint forever. Whether one is the warrior or the survivor, trauma shapes and defines us in 
how we see the world and each other. 
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THE TEAM 
Anita Sugimura Holsapple 
Director/Producer/Writer 
A Japanese- American filmmaker, with a unique perspective of life 
and culture. Raised abroad with a Japanese mother and American 
father, Anita’s view of the world is seen through the eyes of 
eastern and western philosophies. It is because of this influence 
that she seeks to tell stories that empower those voices often left 
unnoticed or unheard  

 

Keith J. Ebow – Director of Photography 
A South Louisiana native, Keith has more than 30 years as a video 
and still photographer. His works include interviews with 
numerous celebrities, as well as investigative pieces. Keith’s work 
can be seen on “E,” “BET,” and many other shows and feature 
films and documentaries. 

 

Brent Joseph – Editor 
An award-winning writer, director and editor of both 
documentaries and fiction films, Brent has worked as an assistant 
in cutting rooms on a variety of films, including Larry Clark’s cult 
classic, “Bully,” David Fincher’s Oscar winning film, “the Curious 
Case of Benjamin Button,” and Seth Rogen’s, “This is the End.” 

 
 

Avaryl Halley – Editor 
Born and raised in Malibu, CA, Avaryl has been working as a 
freelance editor since graduating from California Institute of the 
Arts in 2008. Her specialty is in montages and mash-ups for a 
variety of websites, including Moviefone, Yahoo and AOL. Her 
work also includes music videos, trailers and documentaries. 
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 THE TEAM (continued) 

Charles Bernstein – Composer 
Mr. Bernstein is very active as a composer of film and TV scores. 
He has composed scores for over 100 motion pictures, including 
genre classics A Nightmare on Elm Street (the original), The Entity, 
Stephen King’s Cujo, Dracula spoof Love At First Bite, and a wide 
variety of comedies, dramas and action films. He has provided 
music for Academy Award winning documentaries Maya Lin: A 
Strong Clear Vision and the all-music film Czechoslovakia 1968, as 
well as for the Tom Hanks Vietnam saga, Return with Honor. His 
many made-for-television films include the Jane Seymour 

historical epic Enslavement (Emmy Nominated for Best Score), HBO’s Emmy Award winning 
Miss Ever’s Boys with Alfrie Woodard, the Michael Mann Emmy winning 10-hour miniseries 
Drug Wars, Hallmark Hall of Fame’s Emmy winning Caroline?, Jack London’s The Sea Wolf 
(Emmy nominated for Best Score), and Emmy Nominated miniseries The Long Hot Summer, as 
well as the acclaimed historical mini-series Sadat. 

 
Patricia Lee Stotter – Composer 
An Emmy award winning composer and writer for film, television, 
theatre and interactive media, Patricia has scored for numerous 
documentaries including, “Unchained Memories” for HBO, 
“Discovering Women” for PBS and many others, including 
“Service: When Women Come Marching Home,” a 
multi-platformed documentary that she also co-produced with 
Marcia Rock. Ms. Stotter is a member of the Dramatist’s Guild as 
well as ASCAP. 

Jeremy Grassman – Graphic Designer 
A professional designer with two decades in the advertising and 
graphic design world. He has worked with various firms including 
DDB Needham, the Richards Group and Target base to name but 
a few. Jeremy has worked with many global brands & talented 
people in the agency world from Pepsi to Seagate, and Steve 
Frykholm to Seymour Chwast. He is now a professor at Nicholls 
State University. He is a creative director, strategic thinker, 
old-school designer/typographer plus a whole lot more that 

brings a ton of creative energy to projects. Jeremy hails from Louisiana with a BFA in graphic 
design from LSU in 1997 and an MFA in 2014, Dean’s Medal recipient. 
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AWARDS, PRESS & QUOTES 
 

WINNER of the SAMHSA 2018 VOICE AWARD 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE   
August 8, 2018 
CONTACT: SAMHSA Press Office:  240–276–2130 
https://www.samhsa.gov/newsroom/press-announcements/201808081200  

SAMHSA to Recognize Community and Entertainment Leaders for Elevating Awareness about 
Mental Health and Addiction Treatment, Support, and Recovery at Tonight's 2018 Voice Awards 

 

Suicide Prevention Advocates Pastor Rick and Kay Warren 
host the event in Los Angeles 

  
LOS ANGELES – Tonight, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA) will recognize community leaders and members of the 
entertainment industry, including television and film screenwriters and producers, 
for their efforts to raise awareness about the importance of behavioral health and 
spread the message that people can and do recover from mental illnesses and 
substance use disorders. 
 
Hosted by suicide prevention and mental health advocates Pastor Rick and Kay 
Warren, the Voice Awards program also will honor prominent mental health 
advocate Gilberto Romero with a Lifetime Achievement Award for his five decades 
advocating for behavioral health services and support for underrepresented 
populations in New Mexico. 
 
The Warrens are founders of the Saddleback Church in Southern California and 
authors of several books, including the best-selling “The Purpose Driven Life” and 
“The Purpose Driven Church.” Following the loss of their son Matthew to suicide, the 
Warrens have become outspoken advocates for suicide prevention and improved 
treatment for people living with mental illness. 

  
At this year’s event, SAMHSA will present its Special Recognition Award to Walter 
Ginter, the founding Project Director of the Medication-Assisted Recovery Services 
(MARS™) Project. Ginter’s project has been instrumental in combating the opioid 
epidemic by providing peer recovery support to those assisted by medication in their 
recovery from an opioid addiction. The program also will honor CBS Cares with an 
Industry Achievement Award for bringing greater attention to critical health issues 
affecting many Americans. 
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In its 13th year, the Voice Awards program recognizes leaders in the entertainment 
industry and behavioral health community who work to increase awareness and 
understanding of mental illnesses and substance use disorders. The program also 
connects the television and film community with the people and stories they are 
portraying encourage accurate and respectful portrayals of people with mental 
illnesses and substance use disorders. The 2018 Voice Awards event will be 
streamed live beginning at 6 p.m. PDT/9 p.m. EDT from UCLA’s Royce Hall. To view 
the live webcast, visit www.samhsa.gov/voice-awards. 

  
The following awards will be presented to community leaders and entertainment 
productions: 

  
Lifetime Achievement Award for advocating for behavioral health services and 
supports for underrepresented populations in New Mexico: 

● Gilberto Romero, Cuarteles, New Mexico 
 
Consumer/Peer/Family Leadership Awards for sharing their behavioral health 
journey and spreading hope in their communities by advocating that recovery is 
possible and helping others on their path to treatment and wellness: 

● Amy Gamble, Wheeling, West Virginia 
● Rozell Green, Atlanta, Georgia 
● Taryn Aiken Hiatt, Vineyard, Utah 
● James Moore, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 
● David Stoecker, Springfield, Missouri 

  
Young Adult Leadership Award for teaching, mentoring, and encouraging young 
people to reduce the misperceptions around mental illnesses and substance use 
disorders: 

● Kyli Rodriguez-Cayro, Salt Lake City, Utah 
 
 

Industry Achievement Award for leading the way to spotlight mental health issues 
that affect communities: 

● CBS Cares for their public service announcement series discussing topics 
such as substance abuse, bipolar disorder, depression, post-traumatic stress 
disorder, and suicide prevention. 
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Television Productions 

● 9-1-1 (FOX) for addressing addiction and serious mental illness 
● GIANTS (YouTube) for addressing mental illness, resilience, and recovery 
● Hawaii Five-O (CBS) for addressing suicide prevention and recovery 
● Mom (CBS) for addressing suicide prevention, addiction, resilience, and 

recovery 
● One Day at a Time (Netflix) for addressing mental illness, trauma, and 

recovery 
● This is Us (NBC) for addressing addiction, resilience, and recovery 

  
Film Productions 

● Loving Vincent for addressing depression and suicide 
  
Documentary Productions 

● Battlefield: Home–Breaking the Silence for addressing PTSD, addiction, and 
recovery support   

● Heaven is a Traffic Jam on the 405 for addressing mental illness, trauma, and 
recovery 

● Heroin(e) for addressing addiction, resilience, and recovery 
  

The Voice Awards program is a collaborative effort among behavioral 
health and entertainment industry organizations. For more information about the 
Voice Awards and to view the list of collaborating behavioral health and 
entertainment industry organizations, visit www.samhsa.gov/voice-awards. 
  
Join the Voice Awards conversation by liking SAMHSA on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/samhsa and following @samhsa.gov and the hashtag 
#VoiceAwards on Twitter. 

 

The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) is the agency within the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) that leads public health efforts to advance the behavioral 
health of the nation. SAMHSA's mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and mental illness on 
America's communities. 
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AWARDS, PRESS & QUOTES (continued) 

 

NTXVetFest – Battlefield: Home – Interview with Director 
Anita Sugimura Holsapple 

Selig Film News - NTXVetFest Interview with Battlefield: Home Director Anita 
Sugimura Holsapple 

Battlefield: Home - Breaking The Silence Wins SAMHSA 
2018 Voice Award For Documentary Film 

https://vimeo.com/293421925 

CAHSS Alum Receives SAMHSA 2018 Voice Award For 
Documentary Film, Battlefield: Home-Breaking the Silence 
on PTSD, Addiction, and Recovery Support 
http://broward.us/2018/08/21/cahss-alum-receives-samhsa-2018-voice-award-for-docum
entary-film-battlefield-home-breaking-the-silence-on-ptsd-addiction-and-recovery-suppor
t/ 

DISCOVER DENTON  

THIN LINE: ‘Battlefield: Home – Breaking the Silence’ reveals the raw transformation 
veterans endure 
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QUOTES 

"This film gives us a vivid peek into the lives of those affected by war, those 

who have sacrificed on the battlefield, and their loved ones whose lives are 

forever changed when the battlefield comes home. Such an important 

documentary that raises awareness of such a difficult and complex issue. 

Everyone should see this film.” 

LIbby Hopkins, U.S. Marine Corps Mom  

 

"Battlefield: Home Breaking the Silence," takes an unflinching look at the 

aftermath of war and the systems that are failing our veterans and their 

families. It’s also a validation that healing can occur when “resources” have 

human eyes and hearts and traumatized people get to tell their stories. 

Finally, it’s a labor of love and letter of forgiveness to her dad, by filmmaker 

and adult “child of war” Anita Sugimura.” 

Brigid Brett, Co-Founder - Wives of War- San Diego 

 

“I feel that every American should see this film.” 

Audience Member - UCLA Friends of Semel Institute of Neuroscience & 
Behavioral Health Open Mind Screening Series 

 

“How fortunate i was to be a part of the sharing of Battlefield: Home“ with 

my fellow CAB veteran supporters at our gathering in Little Rock this past 

month. In the breaking of bread and the sharing of story, our evening with 

Anita brought a diverse group of "practitioners of care" to a more intimate 

and personal experience of why we serve those we serve. I cannot fully 

express what this meant to us all. Thank you!” 

Paul J. Hill - Director of Operations PTSD Foundation - AR  
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“A very good, visceral tour de force involving returning veterans to the home 

front; thorny issues of drug abuse, PTSD and the role of family support and 

all community. It’s a vital story that sheds NEW light on a sensitive area; I’m 

deeply honored to have been at its Premiere at our Thin Line Festival.” 

Dr. Mark C. Fearing 

 

“Your story is my story and that of so many who have remained silent for so 
long.” 

Audience Member - UCLA Friends of Semel Institute of Neuroscience & 
Behavioral Health Open Mind Screening Series 
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